Andrews McMeel Syndication Sales & Contact Information

Dave Mace — National AVP – Sales
816-581-7324 or dmace@amuniversal.com

John Schneider — Sales Manager
816-581-7355 or jschneider@amuniversal.com

Ron O’Neal — Sales Manager
816-581-7355 or roneal@amuniversal.com

Jan Flemington — Office Manager/Sales Administrator
816-581-7334 or jflemington@amuniversal.com

Billing
Adriana Casady, Finance/Accounting
1.800.255.6734 ext 7577
ACasady@amuniversal.com
800-255-6734 • 816-581-7300
fax: 816-581-7366

For more information and pricing, contact:
salesdirector@amuniversal.com
800-255-6734 | 816-581-7300

Looking for Advertising Opportunities?
Contact advertising@amuniversal.com

Publication and Syndication Solutions

- Print
- Online
- Mobile
- Advertising
- New Media & Beyond
- Full-Service Team

Andrews McMeel
SYNDICATION®

2019 Digital Catalog

Content made for a digital world

Looking for Advertising Opportunities?
Contact advertising@amuniversal.com
Tenacious, fuzzy little reporters, they report on all the news.

---

**Breaking Cat News**

"Breaking Cat News" is based on Georgia Dunn's real cats and their reactions to her family's day-to-day life. Tenacious, fuzzy little reporters, they report on all the news that matters to cats, keeping their viewers up to date on everything that goes on in and around their home.

---

**Spots the Difference**

With its vivid, high-quality photographs and thoughtfully crafted differences, Spot the Difference is a must for puzzle fans eager to sharpen their minds while pleasing their eyes.

---

**Comics**

**Adam@Home**
by Brian Basset

**Alley Oop**
by Jack and Carole Bender

**The Argyle Sweater**
by Scott Hilburn

**Bad Reporter**
by Jimmy Johnson

**Arlo and Janis**
by Chip Baskets

**The Born Loser**
by Art and Chip Sotomayor

**Breaking Cat News**
by Georgia Dunn

**Brevis**
by Don Thompson

**The Buckets**
by Greg Cravens

**Close to Home**
by John McPherson

**Cornered**
by Mike Baldwin

**Cow & Boy**
by Mark Leiknes

**Cul de Sac**
by Richard Thompson

**Dilbert**
by Scott Adams

**The Dinette Set**
by Julie Larson

**Doonesbury**
by Garry Trudeau

**Drabble**
by Kevin Fagan

**The Duplex**
by Glann and Gary McCoy

**The Flying McCoys**
by Glann and Gary McCoy

**F Minus**
by Tony Carrilla

**For Better or For Worse**
by Lynn Johnston

**Fox Trot**
by Bill Amend

**Frank & Ernest**
by Thaves

**Frazz**
by Jef Mallett

**Fred Basset**
by Alex Graham

---

**Lifestyle**

**Andrews McMeel Almanac**
Daily calendar feature

**At Home**
(monthly; color photos)
Home decor, interior decorating, and garden design columns: one lead and three supporting columns • By Elaine Markouttas, Home Touch; by Mary G. Apte, Design School; by Henri de Marne, The Well-Dressed Garden; by Marty Ross

**Do Just One Thing**
by Danyi Seo (daily; graphic)
Simple, eco-friendly ways to save money and the planet

**Figuratively Speaking**
by John MacIntyre (weekly)
Statistics that educate and amuse

---

**Pets**

**Animal Doctor**
by Michael Fox, D.V.M. (2x weekly)
Latest news in veterinary care and important health and safety reminders

**Pet Connection**
by Dr. Marty Becker, Kim Campbell Thornton and Mikkel Becker (weekly)
Composed page or text only • Expert advice and heartwarming stories

---

**Religion**

**On Religion**
by Terry Mattingly (weekly)
Seasoned religion journalist writes authoritative, reliable commentary on spiritual matters

---

**Sports**

**America's Line**
by Ben Eckstein (daily; available high-speed wire only) Up-to-the-minute betting lines from a respected Nevada oddsmaker

**Nascar Insider**
by Rick Minter (weekly)
News and features covering America's hottest sport

**Pet Connection**
by Dr. Marty Becker, Kim Campbell Thornton and Mikkel Becker (weekly)
Composed page or text only • Expert advice and heartwarming stories

**World of Wonder**
by Laurie Trollfield (weekly; graphic)
Illustrated feature page devoted to exploring educational themes

---

**Parenting**

**Focus on the Family**
by Jim Daly (weekly)
Forum on family values with a Christian perspective

**Parents Talk Back**
with Aisha Sultan (weekly)
A practical approach to parenting in the digital age from a passionate, award-winning journalist

---

**For more information and pricing, contact:** salesdirector@amuniversal.com

---

*Available in Spanish
PUZZLES & GAMES
Visit syndication.andrewsmcmeel.com for live samples

ARCADE GAMES
• Bubble Town
• Daily Difference
• Daily Hidden Object
• Deal or No Deal
• Guess It
• Jewel Quest
• Solitaire
• and MORE!

JUMBLE
• Hollywood Jumble
• Jumble Daily Classic
• Jumble Crosswords
• Jumble Jong
• Jumpin’ Jumble
• Jumble Kids
• Jumble Solitaire
• Jumble Word Web
• Jumble Word Vault

KIDS
• Sudoku Kids
• Sudoku X Mini
• Universal Jigsaw for Kids

PICTURE PUZZLES
• Spot the Difference

SPANISH
• Bilingual Crossword
• Crucigramas
• Kakuro Diario
• Sudoku Diario
• Sudoku Mega
• Sudoku Mini
• Rompecabezas Universal

PUZZLES & GAMES
Our most popular games effortlessly integrated into your tablet apps.

SUDOKUS
• Universal Sudoku*
• Daily Sudoku
• Sudoku Mega
• Sudoku Kids
• Sudoku X
• Sudoku X Mini

TRIVIA
• Universal Trivia

WORD
• Daily Crossword
• Daily Word Search
• Pardon My Words
• 7 Little Words
• Jumble
• Lexico
• PlayFour!
• S’more Words
• Universal Cryptogram
• Universal Crossword*
• Unolingo
• Up & Down Words
• Word Roundup
• Word Search
• Word Be-Gone
• WordSense

ADVICE
DEAR ABBY by Abigail Van Buren (daily)
Available as composed column
The one and only

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY* by Jim Daly (weekly)
Forum on family values with a Christian perspective

MISS MANNERS® by Judith Martin, Nicholas Ivor Martin and Jacobina Martin (6x weekly)
Etiquette icon

WORD ROUNDUPS
• Hollywood Word Roundup
• Word Roundup Daily
• Word Roundup Challenge
• Word Roundup Bingo
• Word Roundup Frenzy
• Word Roundup Trailblazer

ASTROLOGY
ASTRO ADVICE by Eugenia Last (m/w) Astrological updates in monthly and weekly time frames

DEAR EUGENIA by Eugenia Last (weekly)
Guidance based on the cycles of nature

RE: YOUR BIRTHDAY by Stella Wider (daily)
Daily plan for life’s challenges

YOUR STARS THIS WEEK by Stella Wider (weekly)
Counsel for the coming week

DO JUST ONE THING by Danny Seo (daily; graphic) Simple, eco-friendly ways to save money and the planet

BUSINESS, FINANCE, CONSUMER
DO JUST ONE THING by Danny Seo (daily) Simple, eco-friendly ways to save money and the planet

LIFE & MONEY WITH HELAINE by Helaine Olen (weekly)
Down-to-earth, practical answers to readers’ questions from a respected personal finance expert

THE MOTLEY FOOL by David Gardner and Tom Gardner (weekly) Lively investment advice

ASTRO-GRAPH by Eugenia Last (daily)
Guidance based on the cycles of nature

DEAR EUGENIA by Eugenia Last (weekly)
Answers to readers’ questions

THE LAST WORD IN ASTROLOGY* by Eugenia Last (daily)
Multimedia astrologer brings an ancient art into the future

HTML5 PUZZLES & GAMES
Our most popular games effortlessly integrated into your tablet apps.

EDITORIAL CARTOONS
LAULO ALCARAZ* (weekly)

ROBERT ARIAIL (3x weekly)
Color and b/w

MATT BORS (2x weekly)
Color and b/w

STUART CARLSON (2-3x weekly)
Color and b/w

MATT DAVIES (2-3x weekly)
Occasional color • Pulitzer Prize winner

HENRY PAYNE (5x weekly)
Color and b/w

TED RALL (3x weekly)
Color and b/w

ROB ROGERS (4x weekly)
Color and b/w

JEFF STAHLER (3x weekly)
Color and b/w

TOM TOLES (5x weekly)
Color and b/w • Pulitzer Prize winner

MATT WUERKER (3x weekly)
Color and b/w • Pulitzer Prize winner

For more information and pricing, contact: salesdirector@amuniversal.com

*Available in Spanish

For more information and pricing, contact: salesdirector@amuniversal.com

*Available in Spanish